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the railway from Manipur State—and its only connection with
the outside world. Not only was it in excellent condition and
repair at the time of my visit but it presents throughout its entire
length of nearly 140 miles a succession of delightful and changing
scenery. I can call to mind few such beautiful drives in any part
of the world that I have visited. Fortunately, the weather cleared
very shortly after our red van left Dinapur and the dripping
jungle sparkled and shone as the early sunlight pierced the
forest trees. The mists vanished and the mountain tops appeared
high above the precipices and cliffs that overhung the rushing
foaming stream alongside of which our road lay, now close to the
noisy torrent, now half-hidden from it by the jungle and the
undergrowth. The gorge is very narrow and in places the track
is hewn out of the cliff. Trees grow everywhere except where
the rocks are too steep for them to gain a foothold. So frequent
are the landslides that at places where they are likely to occur
the Government has posted notices, " Beware of rolling stones "
—excellent advice from every point of view, but intended, I
believe, in this case, solely in a material sense. There are twists
and turns innumerable and it is a common event for travellers to
be overcome by sickness, so continuous are the changes of
direction. All this region swarms with game and there are said
to be more tigers in the Dinapur district than probably anywhere
else in India and wild elephants have been known to approach
the Dak Bungalow. But shooting is almost impossible. The
jungle is too dense and the danger entailed is too great. Again
the tigers find so much game to eat that often they do not return
to their kill while to tie up buffalo as bait is out of the question
as all the natives of the country are Hindus and would certainly
refuse to sell any beast for that purpose. There have been one
or two lucky sportsmen passing through who by chance have
bagged a tiger but they are few and far between.
The vegetation is superb. The bamboos grow to a vast size.
Some of the varieties throw up their new shoots with such
rapidity that their strength fails them, and at forty or fifty feet
above the ground they bend back again almost to touch the
earth. No doubt as time goes on these delicate curved shoots
straighten. The road rises all the time amongst giant trees hung
with creeping plants, while the undergrowth below is im-
penetrable, so dense is it. I travelled leisurely and had decided
to break my journey half-way to Imphal, spending the remainder
of the day and the night at Kohima, a large village 5,000 feet

